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The decision to host a Western Regional in 2014 is exciting. Our past Regional’s in
2004 and 2008 were a lot of work but in reflection, great and memorable events
for the club. The planning and the physical work leading up these past events were
all rewarded with great successes that people who attended are still talking about.
Even with our successes with these past events, I share the concern that other
clubs within the Western Region are reluctant to take this task on, thereby
jeopardizing a continuation of this event. I can say that I have a difficult time
looking beyond 2014 and seeing a future Western Regional without at least some
cooperation from other clubs in the Region.
Maybe we should take positive steps to focus on the need for future Western
Regional’s during our 2014 event by conducting an awareness campaign. To begin
with this could include a display in the club display area and promotional articles in
the event program. Or should we just give up and join the rest as passive
participants who enjoy going to a Western Regional but not enough to ensure their
continuation by choosing to host one? I don’t think we should really do this but it
just makes me wonder what happened to the motivation to host this event. I
doubt we will see a National event anywhere near California in the immediate or
maybe even the distant future. This likelihood and the lack of an occasional
Western Regional could lead to the degradation of west coast clubs and eventual
decline in POCI participation.
So for now, let’s get behind our goal of providing another excellent Western
Regional in 2014. Who knows, this leadership by example may still stir the interest
of other clubs to at least start thinking about the future of Western Regional’s.
The steering committee chaired by Ron Berglund is off and running and we should
all be prepared to jump in when the time requires it.

Bill Richards
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President Bill Richards called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m. There were no guests present.
Minutes from January 2013 meeting were approved as written.
Treasurer’s Report - Bill Truckell reported on finances for the previous month. Currently there are 31 paid members and
22 associate members. Reminder: annual dues need to be paid, if you haven’t yet done so.
Webmaster Update - Brian Massey reported that he needs members to send him photos and articles from events they’ve
attended. The website is updated with all information listed for our upcoming show.
Newsletter Update – John Berglund thanked those who sent articles for the newsletter, and always welcomes photos or
articles.
NEW BUSINESS:
Central Valley Classic – Carl Smith gave a report on our upcoming annual car show. It will be Saturday, April 27, at
Madera Courthouse Park in Madera. Brian Massey reported that it’s confirmed that Madera Valley Inn will again comp two
rooms for Jim Wangers and Dave Anderson. Bill Richards showed some possible awards that are being considered. The
next Car Show planning meeting will be February 25 at 6:00 p.m. at Carl’s Jr. – Shaw & Willow. Brian made a motion that a
budget of up to $2000 be spent for awards. Motion seconded and passed.
Western Regional – Ron Berglund reported on the possibility of POCC again hosting a POCI Western Regional at The
Pines Resort at Bass Lake. A date of September 27 – 29, 2014 has been chosen. The planning committee for this event
consists of Ron Berglund, Dennis Simonson, Dean Davison and Brian Massey. Ren Hallett will be in charge of the program
and he will be the Ad Chair. At this time there is no financial obligation, as details still need to be worked out with The Pines,
and a contract has not been signed. A lot of members will need to volunteer for various jobs in order for the event to be
successful. After some discussion, it was moved and seconded that the committee can proceed with plans for the 2014
Western Regional and a $1000 deposit (from the POCC treasury) can be made to The Pines upon completion of contract
negotiations. Motion passed.
st

POCI and GTO National Convention – The 41 National Convention will be in Dayton, Ohio, July 9 – 13, 2013. Dennis
Simonson will be going and is planning on taking a club display. He would like input from other club members about the
display.
PAST ACTIVITIES:
Bunko Party -- Ron Berglund reported that everyone had a great time at the Bunko Party at the Garrett’s home. Because
it’s so much fun, we will have it again next year. Thank you Joel and Judy!
Valentine Cruise – Andy and Diana Hoff planned a fun event and it was a nice drive. Andy reported that twelve cars (and
their owners) participated and there were no breakdowns!! Lunch was at the Main St. Café in Reedley.
UPCOMING ACTIVITIES:
Les Schwab Car Show – February 23 at 3966 N. Blackstone. Free.
Miscellaneous Upcoming Car Shows and Events were mentioned by Ron Berglund, including the Selma Swap Meet.
Galvin’s wants some of our members to judge at their show.
There will be a Warbirds, Wings & Wheels show at the Paso Robles Airport.
th

Victor Weitzel reported on the upcoming show at Yosemite High School in Oakhurst. It will be their 4 annual show on
Saturday, May 4; and the show is on the soccer field. Trophies will be made from old engine parts and proceeds from the
show will be for their auto shop.
Peoples Church Car Show will be on Saturday, June 8.
Flyers with information on most of these events can be found in this newsletter.
OTHER:
Andy Hoff mentioned the possibility of a Pontiac Cruise evening; and we would invite others to join, as we did once before.
There was interest in this event.
Joel Garrett mentioned the possibility of the monthly POCC meeting moving to a new shopping center location at Herndon
and Sunnyside. There was no discussion at this time. He will check on it.
Attendance drawing was held and $10 was won by Darroll Walter.
Next meeting will be Monday, March 11.
Respectfully submitted,
Janet Massey
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Birthday
luncheon
at Chili's

Update
Carl Smith Has Been Caught Dragging Home Another Old Rusty Pontiac. I Wonder If Robin Knows about It, It Looks
like Jack Is Involved in the Scheme Also, As the Photos Show They Are Getting Fuel to Finish the Transportation of the
Car to Carl’s House and another Restoration Is in the Works
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POCC Annual Valentine’s Mystery Cruise
February 9th turned out to be a cool but sunny day. Twelve cars (and passengers) gathered to try out the 2013
Mystery Cruise course laid out by Andy and Diana Hoff. It was a good mix of classics and daily drivers.
Everyone had a chance to get something at Starbucks at Fowler and Herndon in Clovis before setting out on a
72 mile cruise through the countryside.
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Mystery Cruisers headed out through farmland, orange groves and a white-fenced horse ranch before crossing
the Kings River at the Winton Bridge. Heading south, the group wound through the countryside and the back
roads of Centerville before gliding in for a rest stop at the McDonalds in Sanger. There was some ‘excitement’
over which numbers on a post were the right ones to write down, but all were assured that their answers
would be correct (read; the organizers only wrote down the largest set of numbers on a post, not the other
two that matched the question!). After the rest stop, the group was back on the road for a quick trip over to
Highway 180 at Reed where the directions took everyone east and up (Sorry Paula). We climbed a bit into
overcast skies and turned south on Highway 63 into Hills Valley. At just the right moment, the sun came out
and the beautifully green valley was ahead (maybe the highlight of the route?), then a few more miles into
Reedley where we finished at the Main Street Café. All enjoyed a great breakfast or lunch, depending upon
personal preferences, and a brief awards program.
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Each couple had the chance to “Guess the Gumballs” and guesses ranged just under 100 to 1600 which meant
that some of our members have great imaginations! Third place went to Ron Berglund and guest and we had
to use a tie-breaker to decide first between the Cuppolas and the Youst's with the Youst’s coming out ahead.
All couples who had correctly found all the roadside clues were included in a drawing for 1 st through 3rd place
prizes with third going to the Richards, second to Ron Berglund and guest (Ron can’t enter anything else for
the rest of the year) and first going to the Fishers. All prizes came from the chocolate food group. Finally,
everyone was included in a final drawing for a free meal with the Simonson's getting the prize. Dennis said
that if he would have known ahead that his breakfast was going to be free, he would have ordered the lobster
lunch! The cruise was a great way to begin the activities for the year.
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Thanks to
Andy and
Diana Hoff
for putting
the cruise
together.
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Sunday February 24 was the BIG day! Janet and I were ready for our 3 rd Annual Race Day Gathering. The really
good news, no rain in Daytona! We were good to go.

The kick-off race to the NASCAR season is not just a race; it is a weeklong festival of racing: Sprint Cup;
Nationwide; Camping World Trucks; ARCA, and several other lower stature series all use Speed Week as their
inaugural race for the new season. It makes for a great week if you are a race fan such as I am. And making it
extra special, is the fact that for the first time in NASCAR history, a female driver won a pole, not just the
Daytona 500 pole, but any Sprint Cup Race Pole! Danica didn't stop there; she led a few race laps making her
the first woman to lead a NASCAR race under green! (I think it was Janet Guthrie that led a few laps back in
the 70's, but they were Caution Flag laps.) Danica stayed in the top 10 most of the race, and really, most of
that she was in the top 5! But coming down to the checkered flag, she was in the outside line that was bested
by the inside line. Oh well, it was still quite an accomplishment for the Go Daddy Girl.
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I know that once everything gets going, it is loud, noisy and somewhat confusing as to what's happening, but
its fun! Friends, Fun and Food; what could make a better recipe for a great day. Food?? Yes, we had lots to eat;
chicken wings, sandwiches, shrimp, meat balls, deviled eggs, sausage, fruit, pizza, chips and 7-layer dip, cake,
cookies, and cookie salad (Yes, there is such a thing!) . . . And so much more! Janet and I appreciate everyone
helping by bringing munchies to share; it really helps make the days leading up to Race Day go a little easier on
us. There was one “oops”; the first person to go to my keg for a brew was greeted by sputters and spurts . . .
the keg ran dry! Sorry about that, but kegs come with no gauge attached. We'll try to do better next year.
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Beyond the really tasty food, we saw a great race! Jimmy Johnson took the checkered flag with Junior right
behind him; a great day for Hendrick Motor Sports. And for the second time in the two races that we've had a
race pool (thank you Jeff Dipple for your effort), Mike King drew the winner! Mike had to leave before the end
of the race, but will be presented with the $52.00 first prize at our next meeting. The big loser, the person who
drew the driver to come in dead last, was our own Ron Coppola. Way to go Loser Ron!
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The race telecast starts at 10am local time. We started the playback an hour later, hoping to give everyone a
chance to get out of church, or sleep in a little. But many still weren't able to get to our house until 11:30 or
after. I'm thinking that next year we won't start playback until noon. The race lasts about 3 to 3 ½ hours, so we
would still be done fairly early. Give me some feedback! Until then, I hope you all mark your calendars for
Race Day 2014! As soon as NASCAR announces the 2014 schedule we'll formalize the party.

Thanks to
Brian and
Janet
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2001 Pontiac rev concept
Take a rally-inspired sports coupe, mix in the versatility to carry friends and cargo, and you arrive at the
Pontiac REV - an athletic crossover concept with a go-anywhere attitude.

The distinctive exterior conceals an intriguing B-pillar-less door configuration. To open, the rear doors slide out
13 independent of the standard front doors. When
and back parallel to the rear quarters and can be operated
open, people and their gear can enter and load quite easily through the gaping portal.
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Other exterior tricks include the compact cats-eye headlamps, achieved by placing the light sources at a 90degree angle in the engine compartment. The light beams are reflected outward by mirrors, which respond to
steering inputs and thus provide optimal light on the road even in turns. Under the front-hinged clamshell
hood sits a transverse mounted 3.0-liter, 245-horsepower V-6 commanded via sequential manual
transmission. All-wheel drive is essential for a hard-core recreation machine, but the REV takes it one further
with a height-adjustable suspension. While the 19-inch wheels in front and 20-inchers in the rear speak to onroad performance driving, the dynamic suspension can dial in two more inches of ground clearance for offpavement excursions. Loading camping gear is simplified with a combined lift- and tailgate giving access to the
cargo area. The lower gate swings down behind the rear bumper in a parallel action for ease of loading and
unloading. The clamshell glass lift gate swings up and reveals storage bins in the upper portions of the rear
fenders. The built-in roof rack holds items such as mountain bikes and conceals the retractable sunroof. Four
people ride firmly in thin seats that combine featherweight carbon-fiber structure with the Lycra-covered gel
padding of bicycle saddles. The backrests of the rear and front passenger seats can be folded forward to store
long items, such as surfboards, in the interior. The engine revs up with a push of the red start button, once the
driver has identified himself via a coded mini chip-card. In the center console, a detachable, combined GPSnavigation/cell-phone/two-way radio with integrated Internet access from Motorola keeps the driver on top
of things on and off the road as well as in business. A three-screen reconfigurable LCD display, allows the
driver to select which data is on the center screen, for example speedometer, rev-counter or GPS, and which
data is relegated to the side panels. All around, the REV is an interesting concept that pushes the boundaries
of what a small coupe can be far beyond today's Sunfire.
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By: Janet Massey


It’s time to buckle your seat belts for our drive around to check out clever license plates. First up are vanity
plates for those in love with their car. This time I’m providing you with my interpretations so you don’t have to
hurt your brain! These were either spotted on the road, or at various car shows:
FAZTRAK
FINE PT
2 HOT KTY
73 KOOP
IN D 77
SNARL
4D6CDAN
PONY DAZ
WIKED98
DRTH VAD

(Mustang Shelby)
(PT Cruiser)
(Cougar)
(Corvette)
(’77 Indy Pace Car)
(Pantera)
(’46 Sedan)
(Mustang – pony days)
(Firebird - wicked)
(Black SUV – Darth Vader)

FATTY 47
60 MR ED
TUTMOBL
LCMNO GI
OTHRWMN
IMAGNRY
SNK BITE
DUST UU
GOATHED
PHORDMN

(’47 Ford? Can’t remember)
(’60 Edsel)
(Tut mobile! – whatever that is)
(a G.I. driving an El Camino)
(’67 Corvette – the other woman!)
(50½ Ford Victoria - imaginary)
(Cobra – snake bite)
(Duster)
(GTO)
(Ford truck – Ford man)

Sometimes it helps to know another language in order to appreciate some plates:
MOOY BNO
DJAVUDU

(muy bueno)
(déjà voodoo)

CIAO OLA
VIN RUGE

(Italian/Spanish hello goodbye)
(French interpretation – a red van)

I’ve noticed a lot of plates demonstrate the owners’ love of the ocean:
OCNLUVR
BLEU HI
SURF WD
OCENBLU
A BEECH

(ocean lover)
(blue Hawaii)
(old Woody wagon)

♥DCOAST

(love the coast)

SEA SAW
FAN2SEA
WAYLNUT
SEA BABE

(whale nut – on a whale plate)

Here are a couple of billboards and food for thought:
“I just let my mind wander – and it didn’t come back.” -sign in Spokane, WA
“Just a few more bug splats away” . . . -billboard ad on Interstate 5 near Orland, CA
“Don’t give up – Moses was once a basket case.” -sign on church in Sun River, MT
“Happiness is nothing more than good health and a bad memory.” - Albert Schweitzer
“To succeed in life, you need three things: a wishbone, a backbone, and a funny bone.”
- Reba McIntyre

Email me any crazy signs, vanity plates or other fun stuff at Snowmassey@yahoo.com Next month I
have some to share that others have given me. Drive safe!!
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2013 Pontiacs of Central California
Activities
March
2

Sanger Blossom Day Car Show

Sanger, Ca

2

Selma Swap Meet

Selma, Ca

11

Pontiac

General Meeting

Yosemite Falls (99 and Ashlan)

27 Ladies Luncheon

Location TBA

30 Galvan’s Classic Car Show

Fresno, Ca

April
8

Pontiac General

Meeting

Yosemite Falls (99 and Ashlan

12/13 Clovis Big Hat Day

Clovis, Ca

13 Tower Classic Car Show

Fresno Tower District

20 Kingsburg Car Show

Kingsburg, Ca

24 Ladies Luncheon

Location TBA

26 Central Valley Classic (BOP)
27 Central Valley Classic Car Show

BBQ at Vintage Cadillac, Madera
Madera Courthouse Park, Madera

27 Clovis Rodeo Parade

Clovis, Ca

May
5 Reedley Street Fair Car Show

Reedley, Ca

11 Jefferson Elementary Show

Clovis, Ca

11 Pan Draggers Car Show

Kingsburg Gun Club

13

Pontiac

General Meeting

20 Spring in the Sierra Car Show
29 Ladies Luncheon

Yosemite Falls (99 and Ashlan)
Oakhurst, Ca
Location TBA

June
1 Northside Church Car Show
8 Dinuba Car Show
8 Peoples Church Car Show
10

Pontiac

General Meeting

14/15 Pismo Fathers Day Car Show
26 Ladies Luncheon

Fresno, Ca
Dinuba, Ca
Peoples Church
Yosemite Falls (99 and Ashlan)
Pismo, Ca
Location TBA
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1. Dates in bold are active Club Events
2. Dates and events may change and will be published in the newsletter each month
3. Please call or Email me of any events or car shows that are not on this list.
Ron Berglund
559-259-2079

Pontiac335@sbcglobal.net

This is a pic of
Julie Condon
in front of a
pontiac
one of her
relatives
owned, can
anyone guess
the year?,
model?
Old Pontiac picture and cover 20page drawing courtesy of Bill Tenison

Classified
ads
march 2013
NEWSLETTER
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FOR SALE:
Cleaning out the garage and have the following NEW Weatherstripping for sale:
70-81 Firebird Roof Rail seals $59, trunk $19
66-7 door lock seals GTO tempest Lemans 2dr/conv. $20
58-70 B/C/E trunk $22
67-9 Firebird quarter window seals $19, trunk $19, roof rails $49 (conv, available too)
73-7 Grand Prix Roof rails $59
78-87 GP/Lemans/Grand Am trunk $20
69-72 A-body door seals $59
64-5 A-body door seal $59
68-72 A-body 4 door rear door seals $59
73-7 A-body door seals %59
78-80 Grand Am/GP/Leman door seals $59
68-9 and 70-81 Firebird door seals $59
Lots more call for needs.
Dennis Baker 559 322-8441

FOR SALE: Miscellaneous 69 Firebird parts. Convertible brackets, pump and cylinders. Hood, tail lights,
dash, grills, rear seat springs and console. Also, a 66 GTO rear bumper and miscellaneous trim.

FOR SALE -> "1967 Mercury Caliente Convertible" 1 of 1539 built} |
http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/Comet/300862864149?_trksid=p3984.m1555.l2649&ssPageName=STRK%3AMESELX%3AIT&forcev4exp=true
Victor Weitzel

559-760-2313.

Pontiacs of Central California Officers,
2013
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Newsletter
Activities
Webmaster

Bill Richards
559-375-3942
bgrichards@sbcglobal.net
Sam Fisher
559-718-9350
fisher_s@unwiredbb.com
Janet Massey
559-908-9435
snowmassey@yahoo.com
Bill Truckell
559-224-3449
billtruckell@sbcglobal.net
John Berglund
559-790-9271
johnberglund421@gmail.com
Ron Berglund
559-259-2079
pontiac335@sbcglobal.net
Brian Massey
559-645-8018
bjmassey2@gmail.com
nd
General Membership meeting is held on 2 Monday of the month,
Yosemite Falls Café, Ashlan & 99 at 7PM. Interested visitors are welcome.

A
Young
Jack
Fusari
in
shop
coat
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